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1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Catalogue 21 The 'colossal work' done by Western missionaries in the colonization of Zimbabwe and indeed Africa in general was always hidden from us by our colonial masters before we became independent. The missionaries are always expected to be great messengers of God who came to 'African heresy' to convert black
people to Christianity so that we will eventually go to heaven when we die instead of going to hell. However, if the truth was told, the missionaries would not have come to Africa just to preach the word of God. The missionaries, in the main, acted as elite reconnaissance units, who eventually, showed that the colony settlers would be juicy parts of the African mother to colony.
Above all, the missionaries were those who fought in the first, but important, battles against the 'indigenous peoples'. Yes, the battle for the hearts and minds of 'indigenous people'. It is the purpose of this article to show that colonial explorers, starting with the Portuguese all the way to occupied Zimbabwe, always either sent missionaries to spy on the lands suitable for colonies,
or work alongside them as they carried out the entire colonial project. When the Portuguese heard about our country's great gold wealth, they sent a Fernandes to test the authenticity of the gold wealth. Fernandes insists that there is a lot of gold in Zimbabwe, but that's all. So the Portuguese player did not benefit much from Fernandes' journey. They decided to send a missionary
to do a thorough job and eventually provided a 'soft landing' for the colonial settlers who followed. The missionary sent was a Gonzalo Da Silveira. Once he came to our country which was then ruled by Mutapas, Silveira made a huge impact. He converted Mutapa and his entire family to Christianity. A lot of 'indigenous peoples' have also been converted. This allowed some
Portuguese to come and get a lot of gold out of our country. Silveira, however, was later killed by locals when he violated some of the country's sacred laws. Upon hearing this, the Portuguese sent an army for revenge and that army had its chief intelligence officer, a Father Monclaro, a missionary. It is interesting to note that the Portuguese colonial project collapsed after silveira's
death. When the boers of Jan Van Riebeck landed in the Cape, some poor maps they pointed out that the Kingdom of Monomotapa, our beloved country of Zimbabwe with all its golden wealth, is not very far into the interior. The Boers decided to colonize the Kingdom of Monomotapa. They sent parties of ordinary people in search of the Kingdom of Monomotapa, but that brought
very little. The missionaries took over. The missionaries eventually opened up South Africa itself to further the realism. They crisscrossed the whole of South Africa setting up mission stations and 'converting' locals to Christianity. The first person to cross the Orange River was a It's called William Anderson. His journeys were followed by other missionaries who discovered the
Kuruman River at its source, the Moffat missionary who founded the Kuruman Mission in 1821. It was this mission station, Kuruman, that Pastor Moffat and other missionaries used as a launching pad to fight for the hearts and minds of Batswana and Ndebeles of Mzilikazi. It is important to note that Pastor Moffat not only worked hard to 'convert' ndebeles to Christianity while they
were in South Africa, but he followed them all the way to Zimbabwe's Bulawayo to the northeast where he built his own mission station in Inyathi. His work in making the Ndebele people open to the people was unsymmmless. Now let's take a look at the work of a missionary called rev John Mackenzie, who Frank Johnson, who led the British pioneer settlers to colonize our country
in 1890, has great praise for and tells us that it was that missionary who converted him to colonial adventure. The British and the boers were at each other's throats about Botswana's control and one day, Johnson attended a meeting to resolve the quarrel in which Rev Mackenzie was the key speaker. The 'good' pastor urged the British present in that meeting to go and fight the
boers in Botswana. Johnson was immediately transformed by Rev Mackenzie's fiery imperial speech that day. He joined the British fighting force which immediately left botswana. Pastor Mackenzie accompanied them to battle. The British won over Boers and Rev Mackenzie and others became free to 'Christianise' Botswana. Johnson told us about rev mackenzie missionaries
related to colonial projects in South Africa. He was a great man to this Mackenzie, although rarely remembered today, mr Johnson. He certainly played a big role in defending the whole of South Africa (read South Africa) to British rule. Perhaps he was the greatest empire ever to arrive in South Africa, bigger than Rhodes could! The missionaries were sometimes imperialist larger
than the so-called colonial state men. And what did Rev Mackenzie and the company do on the mission front in Botswana? Before going to work, the country actually stopped by for a few minutes at the church. Batswana had become ripe and ready for the realm. Therefore, it was not difficult for Johnson to persuade Christian Khama to give him 270 slaves to cut the way for the
British pioneers as they made their way to Harare. And one of the pioneer British people, a William Harvey Bremen, told us that the Batswana slaves, instead of complaining about the labor of felling trees all day, resorted to prayer now and again all the way to Fort Victoria (today Masvingo). The pioneers themselves had missionaries who gave them the psychological support they
needed on their way from the south to A Father Hartman, a Roman Catholic priest, was the chasm of the entire pioneering British expedition. He is supported by nuns from King Williams' Town. Upon arriving in Harare, Father Hartman and the company were given a huge piece of land in Chishawasha for their mission. When Chimurenga was first launched in 1896, the
missionaries in Chishawasha were attacked. Contrary to the teachings of the Lord, they did not give the attackers other cheeks, but as is known, the mission against the attack (with guns of course) on July 22 1896. So far, it scares me whenever I find missionary activity too enthusiastic in our country. Are these new missionaries preparing the way for the arrival of the real people
as their predecessors, or what? I wonder! Chishawasha Mission circa 1891 They actively supported control of European politics They played a big role in persuading local heads to sign the treaty In treaty negotiations, missionaries deceived African leaders They give Africans a false sense of security They are those seeking concessions They are the people who go between those
seeking concessions and African leaders To access more topics go to the History Notes page. If anything is wrong, talk to us using the chat feature in the lower right corner of this screen The role of heritage missionaries of Christian missionaries in Africa lives to this day. In southern Africa, most of the leaders involved in the struggle for independence were educated by
missionaries or schools built by missionaries. During colonial times in South Africa, they challenged the government and educated black students at a time when colonial governments banned the practice. Many missionaries have built clinics and brought in drugs to improve infant mortality and vaccinations that have saved millions of lives. This article is not an indictment against
the Christian faith or sacred Christian texts but an analysis by some missionaries who abandoned the teachings of the Sacred Text Bible of Christianity in favor of government jewelry. It is a fact that some of the missionaries assisted their government in conquering Africans. European missionaries especially from Portugal, France, England and Germany traveled to Africa with the
presucher would convert locals to Christianity. Some of them stuck to their duties others however, aided in the realm of Africans by europeans. In many cases Converting Christianity looks like converting European capitalism and plundering African resources. Robert Moffat, a well-known missionary who wrote about Mzilikazi and Ndebele (Zimbabwe) in 1857, his Government, was
one of the most persorists and conspiracies, lies and blood. I feel melancholy. I often feel willing to endure anything what or die any kind of death it fits will only lead to the moral innovation of Matabele, their liberation from their current terrible recession. Missionaries come with the attitude that everything In Europe is superior to everything African. Most missionaries such as David
Livingstone and Fabri of the German Missionary Society in Namibia believe that once as colonies of European countries, they would be more likely to seek Western and Christian education that missionaries controlled. It is their duty to do whatever is necessary to convert Africans who are seen as unwumanageable and barbaric. Missionaries often failed to distinguish between
Christian principles and the principles of the people. They abused biblical passages to continue the cause of their colonial friends. The message preached by missionaries encourages Africans to rebel against everything that forms the foundation of African families and societies. They even preach that salvation can only be obtained through official work which means that one must
earn a salary. The only people who paid for labour at the time were Europeans. Most new missionaries to Africa believe that Africans are lazy and do not use their land adequately so they want Europeans to use it. Some missionaries developed friendships with local clans and used this to further European causes. Often African leaders have sought advice from missionaries on
how to deal with other Europeans seeking treaties. However, missionaries almost always betray their trust. The question therefore remains if the missionaries' views towards Africans are so negative how can they get any benefit to Africans? In essence, realism was partly the result of betrayal by missionaries. Although we are grateful that they have educated Africans and opened
clinics in the most remote villages, we can not forget that their institutions are not pure and their actions are very detrimental to African society. It is amazing that Britannica describes Robert Moffat as a Scottish missionary to Africa and Bible translator, who has been known for his efforts to improve local living patterns in Africa. He was also the father-in-law of missionary and
explorer David Livingstone (1813–73). Improving local living standards for them meant he assisted Europeans in obtaining land belonging to Africans and then forced them to work for a living so that they would pay taxes on things that never benefited them. Related
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